
EMX Enterprise helps large businesses transform and 
distribute their physical mail in digital form.  

The Eco-Mail solution eliminates physical mail infrastructure driving tremendous savings and  
making your organization more digital, efficient, accountable and customer responsive.

EMX Enterprise also delivers harder to quantify, but no less tangible, soft-dollar savings in better 
customer responsiveness, greater document transparency, reliable audit trails, document controls, 

and improved regulatory compliance. 

Paper be gone.
Ready your enterprise for a radical transformation.

How the savings stack up

The hidden costs

Most of the costs of physical mail are not in your mail room. They are hidden 
below the surface in every corner of your enterprise.

Receiving and distributing physical mail is a large cost for your organization, but 
the greater expense is associated with downstream processing of transactional 
mail.  In the legacy, paper-based world, this often means copying, interoffice 
transport, one-off scanning, physical storage and limits processing the work to 
where the mail is received.  It’s an expensive, slow and frequently unauditable 
process.  EMX Enterprise digitally solves all of these issues.

25c per piece
Reduced delivery labor

EMX Enterprise reduces mail distribution labor by up to 80%.

Digitizing mail enables centralized receipt, eliminating many major 
mailrooms and shrinking space requirements at every location.

Interoffice digital mail is instantaneous and virtually free.

Lower labor costs and higher speed scanning make digital 
faster, more cost effective.

EMX Enterprises enables digital workflows to efficiently allocate 
work and move it to the lowest cost region.

9c per piece
Reduced real estate

5c per piece
Reduced interoffice transportation

70c per piece
High-speed, centralized digitization

8c per piece
Shifting work offshore

Total savings = $1.17 per piece

20% is visible

80% is below  
 the surface

EMX Enterprise.
A completely different approach to solving the inbound paper problem



With Eco-Mail EMX Enterprise, you go from vast 
paper legacy to a next-gen exchange platform.

The transformative features of EMX Enterprise include:

Dramatic cost savings

• Drastic reduction of labor, real   
 estate and transportation costs
• More than $1 saving per piece 
• Expected savings of $20-40 million  
 per year 

$
Game-changing technology

• Eliminates the vast majority of physical mail  
 delivery
• Consolidates mailroom
• Enables work relocation
• Improves compliance controls and transparency

Unrivaled security and regulatory 
compliance

• Meets & exceeds industry security  
 standards
• More secure than paper
• Fully encrypted documents – always  
 behind your firewall
• Customized to existing processes – fine- 
 tuned to meet compliance obligations

Accelerated responsiveness 

• Instantaneous delivery and forwarding
• Simultaneous, automated  multi-party   
 distribution
• Digital workflow and improved document control
• Dramatically improved customer responsiveness

Powerful simplicity 

• Intuitive User Interfaces
• Integrated exception management
• Easily configured workflow
• Automatic document retention and purge

Let’s seize an opportunity  
or two. Together.
We’re building enterprise software targeted to purge 
the problems— and seize the opportunities— of 
digitizing your paper mail. Get in touch and we’ll tell 
you more. paperless@eco-mail.com

EMX Enterprise.
A completely different approach to solving the inbound paper problem

Paper be gone.
Ready your enterprise for a radical transformation.


